




1A - “I’d had falling dreams before, but I awoke no less terrified. On a hard surface. Clearly not my bed.”

1B - “I remember having the most splitting headache. And lots of bright, bright sunlight...”



2A - “Immediately I reached for my head.”

2B “Only it wasn’t there.”



3A - “I sat there for hours, on top of the pyramid (which was strange in itself, but low on my list of concerns). 
I spent the time coming to terms with my fate, which defied all the knowledge I’d accumulated about the world to 
date.”

3B - “As the sun lowered I thought, if I was now some kind of God, shouldn’t I have powers? I tried summoning 
sandstorms, thunderstorms, avalanches... generic Godly stuff.”



4A - “Nothing was happening, no matter how hard I tried.”

4B - “Until I felt something curling around my fingers. It was just sand. But I could move it with my mind! It was a 
start...”



5A - “It was easy to get the hang of, as if I’d always been able to do it. Soon I’d mastered basic shapes.”

5B - “At the speed of thought, the sand would transform in and out of any substance or object I could visualize. 
Apples to oranges to diamonds to water, even a soccer ball I used to have...”



6A - “I could build and destroy.”

6B - “My new head. It had taken me. My old life, my precious memories - they were fading as the exhilarating 
feeling of ultimate power flooded in.”



7A - “I had been chosen. Me and me alone. To be a God among men.”

7B - “Scale was no object. With the sand I could do as I wanted. I built a staircase, marble white, to descend the 
pyramid and enter the world.”



8A - “For all to see.”

8B - “To be honest I disappeared up myself a little bit, with that outfit, and the stairs dramatically wisping away 
behind me.”



9A - “But then I noticed the sun swiftly setting. There’d be no point in making my big Godly entrance in the 
dark.”

9B - “So I had to postpone it and sleep rough on the pyramid overnight. Yes indeed, it was a terrific start. Certainly 
not a sign of things to come or anything.”





10A - “I only allowed working folk - media, researchers, diplomats, etc- into the upper reaches of my new pad.”

10B - “I could shut them all up just by walking into the room...”



11A - “...even if they were Live.”

11B - “It was so much fun. I’d pick someone and ask them what they thought of my architecture. Is it ugly? Do you 
like that wall?...”



12A - “...then I’d just rearrange it all in front of them. Maybe a bridge here. Maybe I’ll open this space out. The 
looks on their faces - priceless. Logic and reason disintegrating before their very eyes.”

12B - “When I was tired of people I practiced my powers alone in my water dome.”



13A - “I discovered that my abilities had limitations.”

13B - “I was unable to freely sculpt my body the same way I could the sand. When I tried, it just fell off.”



14A - “If I didn’t know how something worked, or what it felt like, I couldn’t make it. That meant I was way out of 
luck when it came to electronics.”

14B - “I spent so much time in my own world I became unaware of the people lurking behind me in the shadows. 
Little did I know that my power had become a magnet for the best, and worst, the human race had in its midst.”





15A - “One day I met a Zimbabwean man - a decent guy. But then he began telling me about all these gruesome 
military regimes. I couldn’t show him how disturbed I really was.”

15B - “He said to me - ‘Most will read about it and get angry, but do nothing. Or can do nothing. But you... you can 
do something. Yet you do nothing also!’ ”



16A - “Why!?” he asked me. “Are you a God? Or are you just a dog?”

16B





17A - “Look lad, seriously, you need to create some flush toilets for this place...”

17B - “Man, I don’t know how plumbing works! Even if I did, how am I supposed to know how to connect it to 
Cairo’s sewer system!?

SIX SHORT SCENES



18A - “I was determined to create working electronics. 155 iPhone copy attempts later...”

18B - “It works!!!”
“Yes! finally, great work. Well done. Congrats. Any chance of a beer refill?”



19A - “My temple had but a few rules.”

19B - “Taken up sculpture have ya lad?”



20A - “You must be Mr Sheikh...”

20B - “Sorry, uh, ignore that. My subconscious gets the better of me sometimes.”







21A - “If Kanye West is a God, why hasn’t he visited me yet?”
“I wouldn’t know. Maybe he’s a little shy among his equals. Beer?”

21B - “Good lad!”


